
Arguing –

Maxims for Arguing

As of 9.2013, mn; translation: 09.2016, Lars Kaiser

Teaching module



What absolutely has to be considered when arguing in planning? The following maxims are a selection of 

fundamentals, which should be beard in mind when arguing in planning. The follow the maxims for decision-

making (see module) and can be compared with them.

Maxims are fundamentals for acting, applicable in certain situations. With that, it is said that their consideration 

has to be checked in every case (see «maxima regula»: «highest norm»).

Source: Rolf Signer, Vorlesung Planungsmethodik (translated)
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Maxims for arguing- an open selection

 Single source of information too weak!

 Single line of reasoning too weak!

 Ask the book of counter-examples!

 Possibility before probability!

 Keep the premises in sight!

 ....
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Single line of reasoning too weak!

Especially in spatial planning, actions and decisions always impact multiple areas and actors, who have different 

and not rarely conflicting demands for a space.

‣ Basing a recommendation of action merely on arguments of ones aspect are rarely convincing. 

 Example Flüelen: To base the choice of a preferred route for the bypass of Flüelen solely on rail-operational 

aspects will lead neither to comprehension nor to acceptance from the canton and the communes. 

 Contrarily it is not advisable to omit out rail-operational aspects from the point of view of the cantons and 

the communes and to argue solely with settlement development or noise emissions. 
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Single source of information too weak!

 As a planner, one often depends on external information to justify decisions.

 Using just one source is dangerous! 

- The source can be incomplete.

- It may not highlight all required aspects.

- It can be based on assumptions that may have changed

- It can be influenced by sectoral interests.

- It may just be plain wrong.

‣ This is why you should always use two or more external sources to justify a decision.

‣ This is valid especially for sources that originate from an interest group or associations of the economic or 

political sector.

‣ This is also valid for official plans and plannings

‣ What to do if there is only one source?
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Single source of information too weak! – an example

VBZ line concept: Tram tangent Rosengarten: Milchbuck - Albisriederplatz

Source: VBZ
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Single source of information too weak! – an example

Civil engineering office o the City of Zürich: Tram tangent Rosengarten: Milchbuck - Albisriederplatz

Source: Tiefbauamt Stadt Zürich
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Single source of information too weak! – an example

Cantonal guiding plan; Transport section: Tram tangent Rosengarten?

Source: Canton of Zürich
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Single source of information too weak! – another example

Original quote:

Question: „Why or you so sure the Limmat valley tram will actually be built? “

Answer: „Because it says so in the guiding plan.“
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Ask the book of counter-examples!

Evidence for arguing in planning is often difficult to verify.

 That is why it is advisable, apart from searching for proper evidence, to try and disprove an argumentation.

- What reason/which circumstance could disprove the chosen argumentation?

- Which decisive actor could opt out?

- What can happen unforeseen?

‣ If this succeeds, the argumentation was the wrong one… or it has to be improved.

‣ If it doesn’t succeed, the failed counter-arguments can be built into the argumentation and used as evidence.

‣ Example: The map choice experiment by Peter Wason… (nzz.folio)
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Ask the book of counter-examples!

The map choice experiment by Peter Wason

„... If you doubt this, do the map choice experiment by Peter Wason. Four cards with a digit on the front and a letter on the back 

are laid down. You can see D, A, 2 and 5 and have to turn those two cards, that allow you to decide on the truth of the following 

claim: «If one side has a D, then the other side has a 5»

Typically, 75% of the people opt for D and 5, because they think that if a 5 and a D is printed on the back they have confirmed 

the rule. But check again more precisely! Although you have to prove that each D has a 5 on the back, the statement does not 

say what can be found on the back of a 5. So the card with the 5 is meaningless. Instead of seeking confirmation of the 

statement, one should try to disprove it. The correct answer therefore is D (if the back does not show a 5, the claim is wrong) and 

2 (if the back shows a D, the claim is wrong). This confirmation tendency may be a problem when in reality we already favor an 

option, which we now want to justify.”

Source: NZZ Folio 03/09 - Theme: Decisions
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Possibility before probability!

 Arguing with probabilities is dangerous. They convey a false security which may mislead you to accept a 

premise as given.

 Therefore it is better to think through possible developments and estimate which effects mean what for an 

option of action.

12

See: lecture„Planungsmethodik“, 
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Keep the premises in sight!

Premises for decisions are the framework conditions for making decisions or for basing a planning argumentation 

on.

 In planning, premises are often based upon assumptions:

- Current or future conditions

- Incidents or measures whose occurrence or implementation is possible

- ...

 Delay times and circumstances can change these premises or falsify them

 In order to react to this, a robust planning therefore requires knowledge on under which premises the 

planning argumentation was based upon

‣ Therefore always keep the premises in sight und name them!

13
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As a reminder: Maxis for decision-making

 Rule of total evidence – Which sharper information undermine my decision.

 Rule of sharper information

 Switch-Point-Analysis

 Robustness

 Certainty of statements

14

See: Lecture „Planungsmethodik“, Chapter„Entscheiden I“
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Signer, Rolf: Vorlesungen “Planungsmehodik” – Kapitel Entscheiden I

15

Literature and sources
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